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Outdoor Wi-Fi Camera Imou Cell PT 3mp H.265

Imou Cell PT 3MP H.265 Wi-Fi outdoor IP camera
Ensure security around your home. The Imou Cell PT outdoor camera captures 2K video and provides clear, high-quality images even at
night. It also has a built-in alarm and motion sensor. It boasts a battery life of up to 280 days and is very easy to install. Its additional
advantage is IP66 water resistance. Convenient control of the camera is enabled by the dedicated IMOU Life app.
 
High quality images at any time of day or night
With  Imou  you  won't  miss  any  detail.  The  Cell  PT  camera  captures  images  in  2K  QHD  resolution,  so  you  are  sure  to  notice  all  the
important  details.  What's  more,  the  device  performs  well  even  at  night.  It  offers  several  night  vision  modes,  including  Smart  Mode,
Full-color Mode, Infrared Mode and Off Mode, so you can customize its performance to suit your needs.
 
Long operating time, convenient charging
The camera is equipped with a powerful 15,000 mAh battery. Thanks to this, fully charged it can serve you for up to 280 days! Quick and
convenient charging of the device is made possible by the built-in USB-C port. It is also possible to connect the camera to a photovoltaic
panel (not included) - this way you will ensure almost uninterrupted access to electricity and reliable operation.
 
Hassle-free installation, robust design
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Mounting  the  Cell  PT  camera  is  extremely  easy  and  fast  -  it  will  only  take  you  a  moment.  You  also  don't  need  to  use  any  additional
cables.  Also  noteworthy  is  the  device's  robust,  sealed  construction.  Thanks  to  its  IP66  waterproof  rating,  you  can  mount  it  outdoors
without worry - it won't be intimidated by rain or wind.
 
Reliable motion sensor
No longer do you have to worry about a stranger being around your home, and you won't know anything about it. The Cell PT camera has
a built-in motion sensor, and can also rotate 355° and tilt up to 90°. If a person comes within its range, it will immediately start tracking
them, keeping them in the frame at all times. An alarm function is also available - the device is equipped with a 120 dB siren.
 
Plenty of possibilities with the app
Connect the camera to the IMOU Life app and gain access to a host of useful features. For example, you can choose from 5 operating
modes of the device, adjust sensitivity and detection zone, change alarm settings and create operating schedules. However, that's not
all! The camera is equipped with a speaker and microphone with echo cancellation, so you can conveniently communicate from the app.
Now you can easily greet guests who came to the party, or tell the courier to leave a package at the door - even when you are not at
home.
 
Included
CameraPower cableMounting templateScrew x4Mounting bracketExpansion screw x4Quick start guide
 
ManufacturerImouModelIPC-K9EP-3T0WEResolution3MP  (2304x1296)Night  visionUp  to  20  mField  of  view120°Battery  capacity15,000
mAhVideo  codecsH.265Frame  rateUp  to  15FPSDigital  zoom8x2-way  audioYesMotion  sensorTakPresence  sensorTakFile  storageMemory
card (up to 256 GB) / cloud (paid subscription IMOU)ConnectivityWi-Fi IEEE 802.11 b/g/n, up to 50 m in open spaceCompatibilityAndroid,
iOSSpeakerTakMicrophoneTakPower  supplyDC  5  C  2  A  /  Photovoltaic  panel  (not  included)Power  consumption<  3,5  WOperating
temperatureFrom -20°C to 50°CCharging temperatureFrom 0°C to 45°CDimensions177 x 110 x 142 mmWeight718 g

Preço:

€ 110.00

Casa inteligente, Others
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